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Abstract—We present an approach to map neuronal models
onto neuromorphic hardware using mathematical insights from
dynamical system theory. Quantitatively accurate mappings are
important for neuromorphic systems to both leverage and extend
existing theoretical and numerical cortical modeling results. In
the present study, we first calibrate the on-chip bias generators on
our custom hardware. Then, taking advantage of the hardware’s
high-throughput spike communication, we rapidly estimate key
mapping parameters with a set of linear relationships for static
inputs derived from dynamical system theory. We apply this
mapping procedure to three different chips, and show close
matching to their mapped neuronal models—the Jenson-Shannon
divergence was reduced to at least one tenth that of the shuffled
control. We confirm that our mapping procedure generalizes
to dynamic inputs: Mapped neurons match spike timings of
a simulated neuron with a standard deviation of 3.4% of the
average inter-spike interval.
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Fig. 1. Approaches to Quantitative Neuromorphic Mapping. Our approach
is highlighted in bold. a Adjust circuit biases with heuristics to achieve the
desired behavior without a model. b Use model simulation as reference to
nonlinearly optimize the circuit’s behavior. c Mathematically analyze the
model to derive a set of simple linear parametric relations.
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I. Q UANTITATIVE N EUROMORPHIC M APPING

N

EUROMORPHIC engineering aims to emulate computations carried out in the nervous system by mimicking
neurons and their inter-connectivity in VLSI hardware [1].
Having succeeded in morphing visual [2], [3] and auditory [4],
[5] systems onto mixed-analog-digital circuits, engineers are
entering the arena of cortical modeling [6], [7], [8], [9]. This
is an arena in which neuromorphic systems’ parallel operation
and low energy consumption give them distinct advantages
over software simulation. Reproducing existing theoretical and
numerical cortical modeling results using the neuromorphic
approach will be facilitated by establishing quantitative links
between parameters of neural models and those of their
electronic analogs. Furthermore, this will build a foundation
for engineers to scale up neuromorphic models beyond the
limit of software simulators.
Initial attempts to map neural models onto neuromorphic
chips took a model-less approach (Fig 1a). Key operating
voltages or currents, and occasionally their transients, were
measured using on-chip analog-to-digital converters or external instruments. These measurements were compared with
the desired behavior, and circuit biases were adjusted using
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intuition or heuristic algorithms until the matching was acceptable [10], [11]. While such procedures capture the hardware
operation in detail, they are time-consuming in both data
collection and analysis, and space-consuming in terms of
hardware, as special circuits have to be included to expose
relevant circuit nodes.
Recent successes in the application of dynamical system
theory to computational neuroscience [12] make it now possible to take a model-guided approach to mapping neural
models onto neuromorphic hardware. Instead of designing
circuits to produce desired behaviors in an ad hoc fashion,
designers synthesize current-mode sub-threshold CMOS circuits directly from ordinary differential equations that govern
the model’s state variables’ evolution, representing these state
variables as currents [13], [14], [15]. This design procedure
yields combinations of circuit biases that are mathematically
related to neural model parameters through sets of hardware
specific mapping parameters. Once these mapping parameters
are determined, translating neuronal parameters into circuit
parameters is straightforward.
As many neuronal models exhibit complex dynamics, without simple analytical solutions, mapping parameters have so
far been extracted through nonlinear optimization, using the
model’s numerical simulation as a reference (Fig 1b). In one
approach, the mapping parameters are adjusted iteratively until
the circuit’s operating currents converge with the numerical
simulation’s state variables. This iterative optimization procedure compensates for hardware discrepancies, starting with
an initial set of biases computed from the circuit’s nominal
mapping parameters (i.e., obtained from design specifications) [16], [17]. In another approach, the circuit behavior is
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approximately fitted by a simpler intermediate model. Then,
the intermediate model’s parameters are related to those of the
neuronal model through nonlinear optimization of these two
models’ simulation results [18]. However, these approaches
are time-consuming, and have been restricted to only tens
of neurons and their performance has not been demonstrated
across multiple chips.
While the complexity of neuron models as a whole seems to
merit the nonlinear optimization approach using simulations,
analysis of the models in their parts yields simple linear
relationships that we exploit here to extract mapping parameters efficiently (Fig 1c). Mathematical analysis of the neuron
model reveals linear scalings of spiking rates and of threshold
behaviors that are directly applicable to the analog circuit,
since its dynamics match the neuron model’s by design. For
example, the silicon neuron’s spiking rate depends nonlinearly
on its constant input, which corresponds to ratios of two
bias currents scaled by a mapping parameter. A naı̈ve way to
find this parameter would be to sweep these currents, record
spiking rates, and then perform a nonlinear fit of the analytical
solution, if it exists. Alternatively, dynamical system theory
predicts that a bifurcation (from resting to spiking) occurs
when the constant input is 0.5 (normalized unit). This property
of the model constrains the values of the bias currents at
bifurcation, which we exploit to obtain the mapping parameter
through a linear fit. Similar insights guide our data collection
process, and result in a series of simple linear parametric fits
for other mapping parameters.
Furthermore, as these linear relationships involve the
model’s spiking rate, we can take advantage of the highbandwidth spike communication in modern neuromorphic
systems [19] to achieve high-speed mapping. We demonstrate
our method’s efficiency and speed by mapping the quadratic
and cubic integrate-and-fire (IF) neuron models (the latter does
not have an analytical spiking rate expression) onto tens of
thousands of silicon neurons on three different chips from our
custom hardware, Neurogrid, proposed in [9].
In Section II, we analyze the quadratic IF neuron model and
its implementation in neuromorphic hardware. In Section III,
we present the neuron circuit’s bias generator, and argue
that its proper calibration is essential for accurate mapping.
In Section IV, we apply the high-throughput, spike-based
mapping procedure; and we demonstrate its accuracy and
performance across different chips in Section V. Finally, in
Section VI, we summarize our findings, and propose the
procedure’s extension to other neuromorphic circuits such as
adaptive, synaptic and ion channel circuits.

II. S ILICON N EURON
The quadratic IF neuron uses a quadratic positive feedback
term to model the dynamics of voltage-gated sodium channels [20]; it has become the model of choice for large software
simulations [21]. We analyze its bifurcation and spiking rate
using dynamical system theory, and show how to match these
dynamics in silicon.
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Fig. 2. Quadratic IF Neuron with τm = 30ms. a. The dynamical system’s
phase portraits in the sub- and supra-threshold regimes, and at birfucation
(vin = 0, 1 and 0.5). Dark and empty circles indicate stable and unstable fixed
points, respectively. Arrows indicate attracting or repelling directions. At the
bifurcation point (0.5), the saddle point attracts from below and repels from
above. b. Tonic spiking rate with supra-threshold drives. The neuron starts
spiking at the bifurcation point. c. Example v(t) traces with sub-threshold
drive (vin = 0). There is a stable fixed point at v = 0 and an unstable fixed
point at v = 2. d. Example v(t) traces with supra-threshold drive (vin = 1).
In the absence of any fixed points, the neuron spikes repeatedly.

A. The Quadratic IF Neuron Model
When driven with input vint , the quadratic IF neuron obeys
the differential equation
1
(1)
τm v̇ = −v + v 2 + vin
2
where τm is the membrane time constant; and v is the
membrane potential. The squared term, v 2 /2, approximates
the sodium channel’s positive feedback current in biological
neurons. The leakage current, −v, has its reversal potential
at 0. v and vin are normalized by the threshold voltage to
be unit-less. This normalization preserves the behavior of the
neuron, and helps reduce redundant degrees of freedom in both
biophysical models and neuromorphic circuits.
The model is a one-dimensional dynamical system with
bifurcation parameter vin . Solving for the system’s fixed points
v ∗ by setting v̇ to 0, we obtain
√
∗
v±
= 1 ± 1 − 2vin .
As vin passes 0.5 from below, the system undergoes a saddle
∗
node bifurcation [22] in which the two fixed points, v±
,
annihilate each other (Fig 2a). Below 0.5, the neuron is in
the sub-threshold regime with two fixed points. The stable
fixed point (between 0 and 1) attracts the membrane potential
to its resting level. Spikes are absent unless v(t) is perturbed
to above the unstable fixed point (between 1 and 2) (Fig 2c).
Above the bifurcation point of vin = 0.5, the neuron moves
into the supra-threshold regime in which it spikes repeatedly,
regardless of v(t)’s initial conditions (Fig 2d). For each spike,
the positive feedback term v 2 /2 pushes v(t) to infinity in finite
time. When v(t) reaches infinity, the model declares a spike,
resets v(t) to 0, and clamps it there for the refractory period’s
duration, tref .
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To calculate the model’s inter-spike interval T in the suprathreshold regime as a function of vin , we integrate Eq 1,
Z T −tref
Z ∞
1
dt = τm
dv
1 2
−v + 2 v + vin
0
0
T − tref = τm h(vin )

M12
M7 M8

√

h(vin ) =

π + 2 arccot −1 + 2vin
√
−1 + 2vin

*



1
for vin > 0.5
f (vin ) =
τm h(vin ) + tref

B. Circuit Implementation
The quadratic, as well as cubic, IF neuron model is realized
in Neurogrid using a sub-threshold CMOS circuit (Fig 3) [23],
[11], [15]. Briefly, transistors M1,7,10 and capacitor Cm constitute a current-domain leaky integrator with background input
supplied by M10 ; its output Im (analog of the membrane
potential variable v in Eq 1) is scaled quadratically or cubically
by M2,3,4,5,6 to compute the feedback current, Ifb .1 When Ifb
becomes stronger than the pull-up currents at Vm , it positively
reinforces Im to quickly pull down Vm and drive up Im .2 The
circuit emits a digital spike when the strong Im moves REQ to
Vdd .3 After being read out, ACK pulses M11 to discharge Cr
to ground. While M12 recharges Cr , M8 mimics the refractory
period’s effect by clamping Vm high and Im close to 0. Circuit
dynamics are set by bias currents Ileak , Iback , Iref and Ian .4
Similar to the design approach described in [15], we analyze
the neuron circuit as a dynamical system, but with hardware
parameters such as transistor sizing and capacitance explicitly
included. In the quadratic regime (Ian  Im ), the circuit’s
dynamics match the model’s dynamics (Eq 1),
(3)

with equivalent variables
pτ
I2
pref
v ⇔ im , τm ⇔ m , vin ⇔ pqua back
, tref ⇔
2
Ileak
Ileak
Iref

M1

Ifb

(4)

1 This part of the circuit is modified from [11] to allow operation at 1.8V;
the original diode-connection around M3 was moved to REQ.
2 I mimics the quadratic (or cubic) positive feedback current exactly only
fb
when it is sub-threshold.
3 It is impossible to drive I to infinity in practice. Nevertheless, the circuit
m
closely approximates the model.
4 For the quadratic and cubic regimes, I is set close to zero or to a large
an
value by fixing Van at 0V or 0.5V.

Im
REQ

Ian
M5

Van

Vd

M6

*

M2

Vg
*

*

M4

Qualitatively, f rises sharply from 0Hz as vin increase beyond
the bifurcation value of 0.5 (Fig 2b). Additionally, we observe
two relevant linear scalings under constant h(vin ): in the
absence of tref , 1/f scales linearly with τm , and with fixed
τm , 1/f scales linearly with tref .

pτm
1
I2
i̇m = −im + i2m + pqua back
2
Ileak
2
Ileak

ACK

M9

Cm

(2)

Iref

Vm

M10

Inverting T , we arrive at the firing rate expression, f , for the
quadratic IF neuron under supra-threshold drive

M11

Cr
Iback

where

Vr
*

Ileak

M3

Fig. 3.
Quadratic and cubic IF neuron circuit. It consists of a logdomain low-pass filter (M1,7,10 and Cm ), a quadratic or cubic feedback
circuit (M2,3,4,5,6 ), and a refractory period circuit (M8,11,12 and Cr ).
M1 ’s current Im , Cm , and M7 ’s current are the analog of the membrane
potential, capacitance and leak conductance, respectively. M10 mimics input
by lowering Vm and increasing Im . M8 resets Im and clamps it at 0 during the
refractory period. REQ and ACK are the request and acknowledge for spike
communication. M9 disconnects Cm during switching to save power. Circuit
parameters are governed by bias currents mirrored from biasing transistors (in
grey). M4 ’s drain and gate voltage, Vd , Vg are used in the derivation of Ifb .

Here, im is Im normalized by Ileak (see Eq 12); and pτm ,qua,ref
are mapping parameters consisting of relative transistor sizing,
supply voltage and capacitance values:
Cm UT
καM7
αM1 αM10

= 
α
2
2 1 + αMM4 αM
7

p τm =
pqua

(5)

6

pref =

Cr Vdd
αM12

where αMx is transistor Mx ’s W/L ratio divided by that of
the biasing PMOS (Fig 3) and UT is the thermal voltage.
Appendix A details Eq 3’s derivation; Appendix B shows
the same for the cubic IF neuron, which does not have an
analytical spiking rate expression.
To map a quadratic IF neuron model with specified model
parameters τm , vin and tref , we compute the bias currents
r
pτ
vin
pref
Ileak = m , Iback =
Ileak , Iref =
(6)
τm
pqua
tref
which are fed to the biasing transistors (Fig 3, grey areas)
by the on-chip bias generators. Even though the mapping
procedure extracts mapping parameters for individual neurons,
with all neurons on a Neurogrid chip sharing a single set of
bias generators, only the mean values of pqua,τm ,ref are used.
III. O N -C HIP B IAS G ENERATOR
As our mapping procedure aims to produce quantitatively
accurate results on current-biased circuits, the on-chip digitalto-analog bias generators should be calibrated. Additionally,
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transistor mismatche or fabrication defects should be appropriately compensated for. Before describing the calibration
procedure, we first describe the circuit itself.

Imaster/1

A. Circuit

Vmaster2R

Neurogrid’s on-chip bias generator consists of a 12-bit
digital-to-analog current converter (modified from [24] to use
a RAM instead of a shift register) and an output gain stage
(Fig 4). The digital-to-analog converter (DAC) functions like
a PMOS “resistive” divider network [25] (Fig 4, top half). It
receives a proportional-to-absolute-temperature current, Imaster ,
generated by a master bias circuit. Currents at each divider
node are then evenly split into two pathways of matching
impedances (2R) realized using identically sized transistors.
One of the pathways supplies the current to the next divider
while the other is to be selected for output. Ten control bits
and their complements (Fig 4, top grey area) either discard
splitter currents through Ires , or merge them into Idiv , which
feeds the output gain stages. In addition to the ten divider bits,
two current mirrors amplify Imaster by two and four times,
respectively. Their outputs, when selected, also merge into
Idiv , giving the DAC 12 bits of resolution. Idiv and Ires pass
into virtual grounds realized with a transconductance amplifier,
minimizing the mismatch.
To realize a larger dynamical range, the bias generator
provides four gain options, d0 , d1 , d2 and d3 , termed div-gains
(Fig 4, bottom half). To generate the div-gains, mirrored Idiv
feeds into another resistive divider network laid out using
identical NMOS transistors, with five in parallel for R or
five in series for 25R. The theoretically calculated div-gains
d0,1,2,3 are 1, 26, 714 and 35, 725. A set of digital switches
selects one of these possible div-gains for output.
When biasing neuron circuits, the output current of the selected div-gain option is converted to voltage by either a single
diode-connected PMOS (e.g., Iref , Ileak in Fig 3) or by two
PMOSs in series (e.g., Iback in Fig 3) before being mirrored by
target transistors. The unselected outputs are simply directed
to Vdd by a digital switch. This selection mechanism, however,
introduces asymmetry at the drains of the div-gain output
transistors. This asymmetry leads to deviations of d0,1,2,3 ’s
operational values from their design values.
B. Calibration
Since the DAC design has matured through wide usage in
the field [24], [25], the main objective for bias generators’
calibration is to extract div-gain values and characterize the
biasing transistors. A set of 106 bias generators are shared by
all 65,536 neurons on a Neurogrid chip. However, only one
bias generator’s voltage output is exposed to the outside for
calibration. Therefore, we assume the others have the same
calibration parameters, because bias generators are laid out in
close proximity.
We first calibrate the bias generator using the single diodeconnected PMOS configuration. We programmed all combinations of DAC values and div-gains, and measured the
corresponding output voltages using a high-resistance meter
(Keithley 6517A). Since we were essentially measuring the
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Fig. 4. Bias Generator Circuit. The top half of the circuit forms a PMOS
“resistive” network. It successively divides the current Imaster in halves. A
total of ten digitally switched (bx and n bx) NMOS pairs (upper gray area)
direct each fraction of current to either Idiv or Ires , which is discarded to
a virtual ground to minimize mismatch. Two current mirrors (not shown)
amplify Imaster two and four times to add two additional bits. The lower
half of the circuit successively divides Idiv by roughly 25, 25 and 50 using
a NMOS resistive network (lower grey area). A digital circuit (not shown)
selects one of these options for output.
TABLE I
F ITTED B IAS G ENERATOR PARAMETERS
Parameter

vT (V)

κ

d1

d2

d3

Chip A
Chip B
Chip C

0.696
0.648
0.651

0.587
0.662
0.701

30
31
31

906
849
910

58,900
57,914
74,015

current-voltage relationship of the diode-connected PMOS, we
fit the measurements to the Vittoz model [26], which captures
transistors’ transition between sub- and supra-threshold operation,



κ(vg − vT ) − vs
2
ids = i0 ln 1 + exp
(7)
2UT
where i0 / ln2 2 is the transistor’s current at threshold, κ is the
sub-threshold slope factor, UT is the thermal voltage and vT
is the threshold voltage. Additionally, we incorporate d1,2,3 ’s
values into the model such that a single fit stitches together
all four div-gain options. We choose our unit current to be the
bias generator’s output when the DAC is set to 1 and div-gain
d0 is chosen (d0 = 1 by definition). Conversion to ampere can
be done by measuring Imaster (1.1µA, 50µA externally divided
by 1/45 mirror internally), but is not necessary for the mapping
procedure.
The model fits the data well (Fig 5a) over a current dynamic
range of 108 (Vdd = 1.8V). vT and κ have fitted values
of 0.651V and 0.701, close to vendor provided numbers.
d1,2,3 have values of 31, 910 and 74, 015, respectively. The
differences between measured and theoretical div-gain values
confirms the design imperfection discussed previously, and
argues for the necessity of bias generator calibration. When
compared across three chips (Table I), vT , d1 , d2 are better
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Fig. 5. Bias Generator Calibration. a. Single diode-connected PMOS configuration. The Vittoz model fits (solid black line) data for all div-gain settings
(different symbols, see legend) when stitched together using fitted operational values. Errors (solid grey lines) remain under 15% when div-gain ranges are
chosen optimally (dashed vertical lines). b. Two-diode-connected PMOS configuration. Only div-gains d0,1 have valid data (different symbols, see legend)
and are fitted well by polynomials (solid black lines). Errors (solid grey lines) similarly remain under 15% when div-gain ranges are chosen optimally (dashed
vertical lines). Area marked Invalid is covered by the single diode-connected PMOS configuration and not used in this configuration.

matched than κ, d3 . Because neighboring div-gains have overlapping ranges, we set the boundary from one to the other
where the first div-gain’s relative fitting error in current supercedes that of the second. Boundaries are at 1.187V between
d0,1 , 1.332V between d1,2 and 1.515V between d2,3 . These
voltage boundaries are then converted to current boundaries
at 121.026, 4.356 and 0.050 (bias generator units) using the
fitted Vittoz model. The fitting error is kept well under 15%
for the majority of the bias generator’s operating range.
The calibration results are employed in the following fashion. To set a current bias of 0.15, for example, which falls
between the 0.050 d2,3 boundary and the 4.356 d1,2 boundary,
we first choose the optimal div-gain d2 . We then multiply 0.15
by d2 ’s operational value of 910, and finally obtain the DAC’s
bit setting of 136. To set a voltage bias, we first convert it
to a current bias using the Vittoz model and repeat the above
calculations to set the div-gain and DAC bits.
Next, we calibrate the bias generator’s two-diode-connected
PMOS configuration. A design mistake sized the second
PMOS differently from the first, making fitting using the
Vittoz model inaccurate. An additional defect in the digital
circuit that switches between the two buffering modes renders
div-gains d2,3 invalid in this configuration. To compensate,
we simply fitted the measured current-voltage relationship for
div-gains d0,1 using polynomials (Fig 5b). This approach,
however, does not hamper current biases designed for the
serial PMOS buffer configuration such as Iback . Given a
specified Iback , we compute a gate-source voltage using the
single PMOS buffer’s Vittoz model. We then voltage bias the
targeting transistors with double the calculated gate-source
voltage to mimic the two diode drops in the serial PMOS
buffer configuration. The boundary between d0,1 in this buffer
configuration is similarly determined using their relative fitting
errors in current.
IV. S PIKE - BASED PARAMETER M APPING
Combining the model-circuit equivalence with the bifurcation and spiking rate scalings derived in Section II, we proceed

to estimate all three mapping parameters using the calibrated
bias generators. We also characterize the parameters’ spatial
mismatches across an array of 256 by 256 silicon neurons,
implemented in an example Neurogrid chip, the largest dataset
reported to date. Finally we show that the mapped neurons
accurately reproduces behaviors other than tonic-spiking.
A. Spiking Threshold
Since the linear scalings of the model’s spiking rates depend
on the specific value of vin , whose hardware equivalence is
2
2
pqua Iback
/Ileak
, we first have to estimate the value of pqua by
utilizing vin ’s value of 0.5 at the bifurcation point. At this
2
2
point, pqua ’s value is then 0.5Ileak
divided by Iback
. Hence, it
can be extracted by finding Ileak,back combinations at which
the neuron bifurcates and performing a linear fit. Specifically,
we stepped Ileak between 0.05 and 0.2 (15 values), and swept
Iback from 0.1 to 0.01, decrementing by a ratio of 0.95.
Bias combinations at bifurcation—defined as no spiking in a
one-second window—were recorded for each neuron as Iback
decreased for a given Ileak . Due to mismatch, not all neurons
bifurcated within all the sweeps. A fraction of 0.7% (487
neurons) did not bifurcate at all, making mapping their pqua s
impossible. But a 95.8% majority (62,794 neurons) bifurcated
during all fifteen Iback sweeps.
We estimated the neurons’ individual pqua by linearly fitting
2
2
values of 0.5Ileak
against those of Iback
at the bifurcation points
for each neuron, in the absence of refractory periods (Fig 6a).
Fitted pqua s for the entire chip’s neurons have a mean of 4.413,
with standard deviation 0.992 (Fig 6b). The distribution has
a slightly heavy tail, with 95.4% of the fitted values within
two standard deviations of the mean. The relatively broad
distribution has a coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.225. We
check the intercepts of the linear fittings, and found them
tightly distributed around zero with mean −0.470 × 10−3 and
standard deviation 0.410 × 10−3 , confirming the linear scaling
2
2
of Iback
against Ileak
at bifurcation. To verify that pqua ’s mean
value is truly descriptive for the entire chip, we confirmed
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Fig. 6. pqua Mapping. a. Linear fit (black line) of 0.5Ileak
back at bifurcation points (diamonds) for the median neuron yielded a slope of pqua = 4.335.
A total of 14 bifurcations were observed. b. pqua ’s histogram for the 65,049 neurons that bifurcated in the sweep ranges has a mean of 4.413 (dashed line)
with standard deviation 0.992; 95.4% of the distribution falls within two standard deviations (shaded gray). c. Relative pqua error for each neuron when using
the average pqua for mapping. Each pixel represents the relative error in percentage for one neuron in the chip’s 256 by 256 array; there’s no spatial gradient
present.

that no spatial gradients were present; the spatial distribution
is white-noise like. (Fig 6c).

is large, or when τm is sub-millisecond, and is negligible for
τm in the physiological range (> 1ms).

B. Membrane Time Constant

C. Refractory Period

Next, we estimate the mapping parameter pτm by utilizing
the scaling of the circuit’s firing rate with its membrane time
constant in the absence of refractory period (Eqs 2, 4)

Having estimated individual neuron’s pqua s and pτm s for the
chip, we can calculate their spiking rates when the refractory
period is zero: f0 = 1/ (τm h(vin )). f0 is related to f , the
spiking rate with nonzero refractory period, by (Eqs 2, 4)

h(vin )
h(vin )
1
=
= pτm
, vin > 0.5, tref = 0
f
τm
Ileak
Although pqua ’s average value is employed for mapping neuronal models, using individually estimated pqua s for each
neuron to compute vin , when given Ileak,back , avoids carrying
over errors caused by averaging in one parameter into another.
Linearly fitting 1/f against h(vin )/Ileak then yields pτm as
slopes (Fig 7a). Specifically, we stepped vin between 1 and
11 and Ileak between 0.02 and 0.2, and measured spiking rates
in one-second time windows.
Fitted pτm s have a tighter distribution than that of pqua with
CV=0.072. The distribution has a mean of 1.346 × 10−3 with
standard deviation 0.097×10−3 (Fig 7b); 96.7% of the neurons
are within two standard deviations of the mean. The spatial
distribution of each neurons’ pτm s’ relative error (with respect
to the average) exhibits less noise than that of pqua , and is also
without a spatial gradient (Fig 7c). In this case, intercepts are
significantly different from zero, with mean −1.325×10−3 and
standard deviation 0.387×10−3 . These non-zero intercepts are
unlikely due to insufficient data or inaccurate measurements of
rates, since each linear fit uses approximately 170 data points
all above 20Hz. Exact causes are difficult to pin-point. One
possible explanation may be that Im does not reach infinity
during each spike or zero after each reset. For example, when
v integrates only from 0.1 to 100 during a spike, measured
1/f , when compared against theory, would be 1.6% and 3.0%
lower for small and large vin values, respectively. This may
have resulted in a systematic lowering of 1/f that gave rise to
the negative intercepts. This effect is only salient when Ileak

1
pref
1
−
=
f
f0
Iref
An individual neuron’s pref is then the slope of a linear 1/f −
1/f0 versus 1/Iref fit (Fig 8a). Specifically, we stepped f0
from 20Hz to 220Hz, by choosing vin between 5 and 20, and
τm between 5ms and 40ms, swept Iref from 1.25 to 50, and
measured spiking rates in one-second time windows.
Fitted pref s have the tightest distribution among the three
mapping parameters, with mean 26.565 × 10−3 , standard
deviation 1.478 × 10−3 and CV=0.055; 95.4% of the fitted
values are within two standard deviations of the mean (Fig 8b).
As a result of the small CV, the spatial distribution of each
neuron’s pref ’s relative error (with respect to the average) is
also the least noisy among the mapping parameters, with no
gradient (Fig 8c). To a lesser extent than pτm , the fits’ intercepts
also have a slight negative bias: −2.298×10−3 ±1.706×10−3 .
This is again unlikely due to insufficient data or erroneous
rate measurements, as approximately 200 data points were
collected for each neuron. It may be attributed to the same
cause of incomplete Im reset discussed previously.
D. Generalization to Dynamic Input
Since the above mapping parameters cover all degrees of
freedom between the model and the circuit, the mapped neurons should accurately generalize to behaviors other than tonic
spiking, which we confirmed by applying dynamic inputs.
We mapped a simulated neuron (τm = 10ms, tref = 5ms)
to a silicon neuron using its own mapping parameters, and
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Fig. 7. pτm Mapping. a. Linear fit (black line) of 1/f against h(vin )/Ileak for the median neuron yielded a slope of 1.346 × 10−3 . A total of 171 data
points are uniformly subsampled to 17 for visualization (diamonds). b. pτm ’s histogram for 65,049 neurons has a mean of 1.346 × 10−3 (dashed line) with
standard deviation 0.097 × 10−3 ; 96.7% of the distribution falls within two standard deviations (shaded gray). c. Relative pτm error for each neuron when
using the average pτm for mapping. Spatial gradients are not present. Errors are mostly within ±20%.
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Fig. 9. Generalization of Mapping Procedure to Dynamic Input. The model
(τm = 10ms and tref = 5ms) was mapped to a hardware neuron using its
own mapping parameters. vin (t) is uniformly distributed between 0.5 and 0.9,
switches every 60ms (top), and is identical for both neurons. The hardware
neuron’s response (bottom, dark thin line) measured by an on-chip ADC
closely matches that of the simulated neuron (bottom, thick grey line).

compared the time courses of their responses (Fig 9). The
model’s dynamics (Eq 1) was simulated in Python with threshold v = 100 and integration time step 100µs. Unlike the static
input used in parameter estimation, both neurons received a
dynamic input vin (t) generated by drawing from a uniform
distribution between 0.5 and 0.9 every 60ms (Fig 9 top).
The silicon neuron’s response (Im ) is measured using a 10bit asynchronous on-chip analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
sampling on average at 1.8kHz. As the ADC’s gain was not
calibrated, we scale its output to match the simulated neuron’s
response. The mapped neuron’s response is noisy, but closely
matches the simulated neuron’s (Fig 9 bottom); the average
spiking rate was 10Hz. The standard deviation in spike-time
difference between the simulated and ten mapped neurons was
3.4ms—3.4% of the average inter-spike interval—for 30 spikes
per neuron (average in a three-second window). This faithful
reproduction confirms that our static-input based mapping
procedure generalizes to dynamic input.

TABLE II
D ESIGNED AND F ITTED M APPING PARAMETERS

----

2

8

1

Parameter

pqua

pτm

pref

Chip A
Chip B
Chip C
Design

1.460
1.683
5.198
1.007

1.261 × 10−3
1.169 × 10−3
1.335 × 10−3
0.247 × 10−3

23.535 × 10−3
29.912 × 10−3
26.274 × 10−3
4.775 × 10−3
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Fig. 10. Mean Estimation Error Depends on Sample Size. Relative sampling
error in mean at different sampling sizes are computed from empirical
distributions for pqua , pτm and pref . A sample size of 4,096 (dashed vertical
line) is used for high-throughput mapping. The relative standard error in mean
scales as the inverse of the square root of sampling sizes (inset), confirming
the law of large numbers.
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V. H IGH - THROUGHPUT M APPING ACROSS CHIPS

To apply the procedure to multiple chips, we further improve the throughput of the parameter mapping procedure by
subsampling neurons. We use subsampling to rapidly map the
quadratic IF neuron onto three chips (labeled as in Table I),
and show highly consistent mapped neuron behaviors.

0.7
1.1
Constant Input

1.5

1.9

Fig. 12. Incompatibility of Mapping Parameters. The quadratic IF neuron,
with model parameters τm = 10ms, tref = 5ms, is mapped to Chip A using
Chip A’s original mapping parameters and those of Chip B. Distributions
(box plots) of all 65,536 neurons’ spiking rates at different values of vin
are compared against the theoretical behavior. The incompatible mapping
parameter set results in mapped neuron behaviors significantly different from
the theoretical prediction (solid line). The Jenson-Shannon divergence measure
between the two distributions (gray inset) quantifies the difference.

B. Cross-Chip Performance
A. Neuron Subsampling
Despite the high rate of spike communication using the
address event representation, we can only estimate the mapping parameters for a fraction of the 65,536 neurons at a time
(the remaining neurons are disabled). While individual chips
in the Neurogrid system communicate with each other up to
40M spikes per second, communication to desktop computers
through USB ports only supports around 3.2M spikes per second.5 For maximal stability during data collection, we utilize
a bandwidth of 1M spikes per second. During our mapping
procedure, neurons emit up to 250 spikes per second, allowing
4,096 neurons to be simultaneously recorded. Therefore, we
sought to ascertain if equally accurate mapping results can be
obtained by subsampling randomly and uniformly.
We quantify subsampling’s impact on mapping parameter
estimation accuracy by computing the relative standard error
in mean for all three parameters for different sample sizes
(Fig 10). The relative standard error in mean roughly scales
with the square root of the sample size, following the law
of large numbers (Fig 10 inset). The sample size of 4,096
yields acceptable relative errors of 0.34%, 0.11% and 0.08%
for pqua,τm ,ref , respectively; mean estimation of pqua has larger
errors due to its larger CV. Thus, subsampling can be used to
improve throughput by sixteen-fold.

Applying the high-throughput mapping procedure to three
different Neurogrid chips yielded highly consistent mapped
neuron behaviors and excellent agreement with theoretical
predictions (Fig 11). The spike-based mapping procedure took
20 minutes per chip, collected 600 data points per neuron,
on average, and yielded three sets of mapping parameters
(Table II). We then mapped the quadratic IF neuron model
to all three chips for three combinations of τm and tref : 10ms
and 0ms; 10ms and 5ms; and 20ms and 5ms. With each
combination, we swept the background input vin from 0.1 to
1.9, and recorded spikes from all neurons in a five-second
window. The middle three-second window was then used to
calculate spiking rates to avoid transients. The median rates
across neurons for each chip as a function of vin closely
follow the theoretical spiking rate expression (Eq 2) with clear
bifurcation behaviors at vin = 0.5 in all cases.
The chip to chip matching is at least an order of magnitude
better than a shuffled control, as measured by the JensonShannon divergence [28] on the two dimensional spiking rate
distributions (over neurons and vin ). This measure ranges
from 0 for identical distributions to 1 for non-overlapping
distributions. In all but one pairing, it gave values of 0.007
or less, indicating closely matched behaviors across chips
5 Each spike packet consists of 5 words of 16 bits. Maximum USB transfer
is rated at 32MB per second. More spikes may be communicated in burstmode address event representation [27].
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Fig. 11. Quadratic IF Neuron Model Mapping Across Chips. Instances of the quadratic IF neuron model with three different membrane time constant τm
and refractory period tref combinations are each mapped to three different chips. a. τm = 10ms, tref = 0ms. b. τm = 10ms, tref = 5ms. c. τm = 20ms,
tref = 5ms. The distributions (box plots) for all 65,536 neurons’ spiking rates at different values of vin closely follow the neuronal model’s predicted behaviors
(solid lines) across different chips (different box shades). The pair-wise Jenson-Shannon divergence measure quantifies the interchip differences (gray insets).
The box plots represent distributions’ medians with central bars; their central 50 percentile with boxes (shades distinguish different chips); and their 5th and
95th percentile with whiskers.

(Figure 11 insets). Between Chip B and C for τm = 20ms
and tref = 5ms, the measure has a value of 0.017. On the
other hand, for the shuffled control, we mapped neurons onto
Chip A using mapping parameters for both Chip A and B
since they are more similar with each other than with Chip
C. Jenson-Shannon divergence measure between the two cases
yields a value of 0.160 (Fig 12), an order of magnitude greater
than the worst case scenario when using the correct mapping
parameters. This large improvement was explained by the
large variation in some mapping parameters across chips (see
Table II).
Furthermore, deviations between estimated hardware mapping parameters and design values question the assumption
that current scales linearly with sizing (from biasing to circuit
transistors). While parameters pτm ,ref have similar values across
chips, they are around one sixth that of the design value.
Whereas pqua is within a factor of two of its design value,
despite its large cross-chip variation. We note that pqua ’s
expression has transistor sizing ratios (αMx s) with identical
powers in both the denominator and numerator, while those
of pτm ,ref differ by one (Eq 5). The net power difference
suggests that the systematic factor of six in pτm and pref arises
from the failed assumption that current ratios between biasing
and circuit transistors are the same as their sizing ratios.
Interestingly, the relative ratios between pτm and pref are similar
for both hardware and design values.
Last but not least, spiking rate distributions under different
model parameters lend insight into the differential contribution
to behavior mismatch by different parts of the circuit. For the
same τm and tref , spiking rate variations across neurons show
no dependence on vin . Linear fits of spiking rates’ standard
deviations against vin (vin ≥ 0.7 only) completely failed
with coefficient of determination R2 values of 0.003, 0.041
and 0.034 for the three parameter combinations. Mappings
using refractory periods of 5ms show decreased spiking rate
variations when compared to those with refractory periods of
0ms, implying that transistors that implement the refractory

period alleviate cross-neuron mismatch on the same chip.
VI. D ISCUSSION
We presented a dynamical-system-guided procedure to map
quantitatively accurate neuronal models onto neuromorphic
chips. We applied mathematical characterization rooted in
dynamical systems to neuromorphic circuits designed to match
model dynamics, and formulated the mapping procedure as
three simple linear least square fits. The mapping procedure achieved high throughput by taking advantages of highbandwidth spike communication and subsampling the hardware neurons populations. It accurately generalized to neuron
behaviors other than tonic spiking, and demonstrated crosschip consistency on three Neurogrid chips. The procedure also
quantifies heterogeneity in our large-scale system, a hardware
feature deserving further investigation.
When applying our mapping procedure to architectures
that do not share biases among neurons, one can achieve
exact matching by setting each neuron’s biases using its
own mapping parameters (Fig 6,7,8). However, subsampling
would be no longer viable, therefore, higher-throughput spike
communications would be required to map every neuron
concurrently. We also caution against the excessive overhead
of calibration each neuron’s bias generator set, and suggest that
a balancing act between time and accuracy may be required.
Furthermore, the mapping procedure can be readily generalized to additional components of the neuron circuit such spike
frequency adaptation. In a published design of the adaptation
circuit [15], each spike increments the leakage conductance by
a fixed amount, which decays to zero with a time constant in
the absence of spikes. At steady state, the adaptive leakage
conductance is proportional to the spiking rate. Hence, a
linear fit yields the proportionality constant, which is the
product of the fixed increment and the time constant. Finally,
these two parameters can be resolved by analysis of the first
few inter-spike intervals, yielding the corresponding mapping
parameters.
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TABLE III
T RANSISTOR SIZES AND CAPACITOR VALUES .
Transistor

Width / Length
(µm / µm)

M1
M3,4
M8
M10
M12

0.93
0.60
1.80
0.60
0.65

Capacitor

Value (fF)

Cm

/
/
/
/
/

5.02
4.12
0.73
1.96
3.30

100

Transistor
M2,5,6
M7
M9
M11
Bias transistor
Capacitor
Cr

10

αM4 = αM3 . As M4 operates in the ohmic region, we express
its current as the difference between a source component and
a drain component,
κVg −Vd
κVg
αM4
IM4 = I0,M4 e UT − I0,M4 e UT = Im −
Ifb
αM6

Width / Length
(µm / µm)
0.60 / 1.36
0.65 / 4.33
0.66 / 0.42
1.08 / 0.46
20.00 / 0.50
Value (fF)

where UT is the thermal voltage, and I0,M4 is M4 ’s off current.
Balancing currents at node Vd , we have
αM4
Ifb = Ifb + IM5
Im −
αM6

52

Combining the above expression with the translinear relation

To pave the path for future large-scale cortical modeling on
neuromorphic systems, our mapping procedure will have to
extend to more complex circuits. Mapping of only neuronal
models is necessary but not sufficient for the construction of
quantitatively accurate neural networks. As synapses constitute
inter-neuronal connections in networks, their mapping is a
priority. Fortunately, the mathematical relationship between
neurons’ input spike train statistics and their output spiking
behaviors have been solved theoretically for many IF model
types [29], [30], including the quadratic IF model [31], linking
synaptic parameters to input statistics to output spiking rates,
potentially enabling similar spiking-based mapping procedures.
Recent silicon neurons have also been designed to include
Hodgkin-Huxley type voltage-gated channel dynamics [32],
[33], [34], [35]. Such channels exhibit complex temporal
dynamics when interacting with neuron’s membrane potential,
and participate in spiking. Bifurcations, as well as spiking
rates, are related to channel parameters in more complicated
ways. While simple linear relations in analyzed models may
not be available in more complex dynamics, thorough analysis
may still yield mathematical relations for efficient and scalable
mapping approaches.

IM5 Im
Ian Ifb
=
αM5 αM4
αM50 αM6
we obtain
Ifb =
1+

(8)

Using the αMx parameters and the translinear principle [36],
we relate IM7 ,M10 with their bias currents
I M7
αM7
IM10 Im
αM10 αM1

Ian
Im

(11)



Cm UT ˙
Im = − Im + 
καM7 Ileak
1+
+

Im2


αM4
αM6

αM7 Ileak

2
αM10 αM1 Iback

αM7 Ileak

We employ one additional substitution to turn this expression
into its unit-less form (Eq 1):
im = 

1+

2Im

αM7 Ileak

(12)

αM4
αM6

And we obtain
1
pτm
I2
i̇m = −im + i2m + pqua back
2
Ileak
2
Ileak

(13)

with parameters
αM1 αM10
Cm UT

and pqua = 
α
καM7
2
2 1 + αMM4 αM
7

(14)

6

The chip was fabricated in 180nm CMOS; and the thickoxide transistors were used, except for capacitors, which were
thin-oxide transistors (sizings in Table III). For conciseness,
we define the sizing ratios between each transistor Mx and its
biasing transistor as αMx (e.g., IM7 /αM7 = Ileak ).
We first ignore the refractory circuit, and apply Kirchoff’s
Current Law to node Vm :
Cm V̇m = IM7 − Ifb − IM10

Im

1+

For the quadratic neuron, we substitute Eqs 9, 10, and 11
into 8, set Ian = 0, and use the fact V̇m = −I˙m UT /κ/Im ,

p τm =
A PPENDIX A
Q UADRATIC IF N EURON C IRCUIT A NALYSIS

αM4
αM6

= Ileak

(9)

2
= Iback

(10)

Next, to derive Ifb , we set αM5 = 1, as M5 is actually voltagebiased. Additionally, in the hardware design, αM5 = αM6 and

When an emitted spike is acknowledged, M11 quickly sets
Vr to ground. The duration of the refractory period is then the
time taken by M12 to recharge Cr . Hence, we have a simple
expression
tref =

pref
Cr Vdd
where pref =
Iref
αM12

(15)

A PPENDIX B
M APPING OF THE C UBIC IF N EURON
The cubic IF neuron follows the dynamics
1
τm v̇ = −v + v 3 + vin
3
Similar to the quadratic IF neuron, a saddle-node bifurcation
takes place when vin exceeds 2/3 (from rest to spiking).
The spiking rate in the absence of refractory period is not
analytical, and has the numerical expression
f=

1 − r2
τm ln (−r)

(16)
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where r is root of the polynomial,

60

αM6 Im2
Ifb ≈
αM4 Ian
Note that as Im increases during a spike, Ifb ’s expression
starts to deviate from this approximation. Defining a different
substitution for Im ,
s
3αM6
i0m =
Im
αM4 αM7 Ileak Ian
we arrive at cubic form
I2
p τm 0
1 2
i̇m = −i0m + i0m + pcub back
3/2
Ileak
3
I

(17)

(Hz)

Note that there is only one negative value for r given that
vin > 2/3 (supra-threshold).
The neuron circuit mirrors the cubic IF model when
αM4 Ian  αM6 Im .6 Using this relation and Eq 11, Ifb becomes
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Fig. 13. Cubic IF Neuron Model Mapping Across Chips. Cubic IF neurons
with τm = 10ms and tref = 5ms are mapped on to three chips. Distributions
(box plots) for all 65,536 neuron’s spiking rates at different values of vin
match the corresponding neuronal model’s theoretical behavior (solid line),
except at low spiking rates (shaded region). The mapped neuron behaviors
are consistent across chip (different box shades) as quantified by the JensonShannon divergence measure (inset).

leak

with
pcub

αM1 αM10
=
αM7

s

R EFERENCES
3αM6
αM4 αM7 Ian

(18)

Note that, unlike pqua , pcub is not unit-less.
Using the estimated value of pτm ,ref from the quadratic IF
neuron mapping, we only have to estimate pcub for the cubic
model. Similarly to pqua , we take advantage of the circuit’s
behavior at bifurcation
vin ⇔ pcub

2
Iback
3/2

= 2/3,

(19)

Ileak

3/2

2
and linearly fit 23 Ileak against Iback
to obtain pcub .
pcub has values 0.357, 0.406 and 1.403 for chips A, B
and C. We measured spiking rates as a function of vin after
mapping cubic neurons to the three chips with τm = 10ms
and tref = 5ms (Fig 13). Similar to the quadratic IF neuron,
data from the three chips again show excellent agreement with
each other and thresholding behavior at vin = 2/3. However,
measurements are lower than theoretical calculations for low
spiking rates. In this regime, Im increases slowly before
each spike, resulting in the circuit violating the assumption
αM4 Ian  αM6 Im for a significant portion of the inter-spike
interval. This violation reduces Ifb from a cubic to a quadratic
function of Im .
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we set a large constant value for Ian by fixing Van at 0.5V.
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